FLANGE HEMMER 36333

This Hemmer, for making a \( \frac{1}{6} \) inch hem is shown in Fig. 195 and is used for simulating a rolled hem on fine materials such as georgette, chiffon, etc., making it unnecessary to use paper against the feed dog.

How to Use the Flange Hemmer

Place the flange hemmer No. 36333, on the presser bar the same as the regular hemmer. The material to be hemmed should be carefully trimmed of all frayed edges and inserted into the hemmer about 4 or 5 inches from the end, weaving back and forth in a straight line until first fold is gained. Lower the hemmer and ease the material back to the very edge. Then stitch, holding both threads at the back and guiding in a straight line as with the regular foot hemmer.

BRAIDING PRESSER FOOT

The Braiding Presser Foot No. 36067, \( \frac{1}{6} \) inch and \( \frac{3}{16} \) inch wide, is shown in Fig. 196. Size desired should be specified when ordering. The presser foot for braiding is especially adapted to outlining with silk twist or wool yarn for art work, as shown by sample in Fig. 197.

To Place on Machine

The Braiding Presser Foot is fastened to the presser bar in the same manner as the plain presser foot. Insert the twist through the eyelet in front of needle hole and back under braiding foot. Proceed to sew without further adjustment.